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MINUTES OF THE OAKLAKE ASSOCIATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
MAY 10, 2004 
 
Board Members Present: Dick Ginise; John Drago; Linda Zeidman, Stefani Porter; Heidi Mulligan  
Guests: Patti Ginise; Paulette & David Kaufman; Robert Masterson; Tomoya Taniguchi; Ricardo 
Zapata; Frank and Kathy Miller; Jana Weber; Tod Fritts; Dinusha DeSilva; Hank Zaghi; Carolyn 
Eisenstein; Maryanne Miller; Candy Leisen; Linda Lewis; Ruth Bartnoff  
 
Agenda Item 1: Call to Order 
Dick Ginise, Board President, called the meeting to order at 8:00 p.m.  
 
Agenda Item 2: Reading of Previous Meeting Minutes 
Heidi read the minutes of the April 8, 2004 Board meeting. There are minor corrections. Dick motioned 
to accept the minutes, Stefan seconded. Motion passed unanimously.  
 
Agenda Item 3: Treasurer’s Report 
Stefani gave the financial report. 

Pacific Checking Account $15,916.01 Reserves $35,521.67                 Petty Cash $238.60 
 
Agenda Item 4: Delinquencies 
Delinquencies are: Lot 18 for $234.90; Lot 12 for $234.90; Lot 36 for $234.90; Lot 49 for $234.90; Lot 
93 for $234.90; Lot 108 for $234.90; Lot 147 for $234.90; Lot 168 for $803.10 a lien has been placed; 
Lot 172 for $259.90. 
 
Agenda Item 5: Old Business 
5A: Reserve Study:  
The deadline is 6/15/04. They are contacting Dick this week to schedule a meeting for a walk-
through of the property. This item is moving ahead on schedule. 
 
5B: Guard Shack 
There was some question about the shades and window tinting. Linda will get a bid for window 
tinting.  
 
5C: Gate/Lock Repair 
Gate and lock repair for the pool area and lake have been completed. There is a problem with one 
gate into the lake. May have to replace the entire gate.  
 
5D: Lake – Lilies 
Lake lilies were planted. They are in cages to protect them from the ducks. 
 
5E: Robert Masterson 
Handicap ramp. Dick located a contractor through Westcom that has experience in building these 
ramps. The estimate, faxed over just tonight was for $680.00. However, we have to make sure it is 
to code. The cement sidewalk cut out was also discussed. Stefani obtained information on that and 
we believe it is not to code and we will work on that. It is hard to get a contractor to come out to do 
only one small job.  
John made a motion to accept the handicap ramp bid for $680.00 with a handlebar. Linda 
seconded. All in favor, motion passed unanimously. 
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Agenda Item 6: New Business 
6A: Pool Service/Umbrellas 
Candy Leisen gave the Board a brochure on the pool umbrellas and spoke about the contractor’s 
recommendations. The steel-corded umbrellas that tilt were recommended. They run approximately 
$135.00/ea., and they are in stock. Stefani mentioned that we should check out DeForrests for a cost 
comparison. Stefani will check on this. 
 
Linda mentioned that she would like Jim to put out the pool furniture early. Heidi mentioned the 
pool man was not cleaning out the drains and that the water is murky. Stefani had called him about 
the net. She will ask him about changing his scheduled visit to be closer to the weekend like on 
Tuesday/Friday. Tiles are dirty, too. The right handicap rail in the shallow end is broken again. 
Stefani will look into. 
 
6C: Clubhouse Rental 
There is a proposed Tuesday evening clubhouse rental for approximately 3 hours from 7:00 – 10:00 
p.m. to conduct a small challenge-level square dance workshop. The Millers expect the workshop to 
last 6-12 months. With the anticipation of a long-term rental, would it be possible to get a reduction 
in the rental rate. If another homeowner wishes to rent the clubhouse on a Tuesday evening, they 
will make other arrangements in order to accommodate them.  Dick contacted Westcom to learn 
more information about being a non-profit, etc. It was determined we are able to do this. Is the 
group a for-profit organization? No, it is not a formal club, it’s a group that meets quite often and 
wants to get additional training. Noise was brought up as an issue. The Millers mentioned it was not 
a loud activity and if there were any complaints, they would bring the noise down. Stefani 
mentioned wear-and-tear on the carpet. Stefani said she would recommend the rental at $25.00 per 
week rate on a trial basis for one month to see if there are any complaints or whatever.  A 
reevaluation would take place after one month for a continuation decision. A resident brought up 
that in the past that the renters are not allowed to make income on an event at the clubhouse. Dick 
stated this had been cleared with the management company, who said it was ok. The residents were 
told they have to keep the clubhouse clean. Approximately 24 people will be the maximum.  
Heidi made a motion that the Millers be allowed to rent the clubhouse every Tuesday evening at 
the rate of $25 per week in order to hold a challenge square dancing workshop on a trial period 
of one month, with option for extension upon review. Linda seconded. Dick Aye; John Aye; 
Stefani abstained. Motion carried. 
It is anticipated that the first meeting will occur within the next couple of weeks. 
 
6D: Landscape Repairs 
Dick reported that there was a broken pipe at the entrance/exit of the complex. A sprinkler pipe is 
leaking which is coming up to the street. We attempted to repair it, but it didn’t hold. It is 6” below 
the surface and a trench was dug out and covered with asphalt and it was PVC and with the vehicles 
traveling over it, the pipe was damaged. The solution is to put it 24” deep and use copper piping and 
fill with sand and then asphalt or concrete. The price was $270 for the original repair. Dick will ask 
that the landscaper forego that charge because of its failure. The new price is $850. They will have 
to trench the whole drive to install the pipe. This price does not include filling up the hole. So that 
will be an additional cost. Stefani reported that we have $2,180 left for landscape repairs. This is 
considered an emergency repair because otherwise water is flowing out and we are paying for the 
water. This has to be done.  Linda mentioned we should ask Michael White, a resident who is in the 
business of water piping.  
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A resident mentioned the separate DWP meter situation. Stefani is looking into this. Stefani 
reported that our water and power bill totaled approximately $1,000 - $1,100 a month for both water 
and power. We need to break it down further and research meter possibility.  Currently, there is a 
$68.14 sewer service charge. But significant savings may be available after the installation of a 
separate meter. This will be looked into further. 
 
Stefani mentioned the rental information for homeowners. This information can also be cross-
checked against parking decal requests. Heidi will contact Evan regarding this information.  
 
6B: Street Repairs 
We are going to slurry coat and restripe all the streets. We had a price on it a year ago, and because 
of the price of oil, the price has gone up significantly. On the 22nd we got the bid of $16,500 labor 
and materials; striping and bumper replacement $1,500 labor and materials; miscellaneous asphalt 
patching of speed bumps and general patching at $500. Walked it with the contractor that did the 
repairing one year ago. We also looked at speed bump replacement. Similar bumps they are $550 
apiece. There are two that need replacing. Total comes to $19,600. 
 
Resident asked if we had solicited other estimates and/or quotes. It was stated that the Board did not 
do this as it was an ongoing project and the same contractor completed the repairs last year. A 
resident, Linda Lewis, volunteered to get two more bids. She believes the Board should not have 
any work done over $4,000 or $5,000 without bids. She has offered to contact Evan of the 
management company for contractor contacts. There was further discussion amongst the Board and 
residents. The timing, quality of work, and window for doing the slurry coating regarding the 
repairs from last year, were all brought up as concerns. The date with the current contractor has 
already been set aside for June 1st - 3rd. Notices need to be sent regarding vehicles, sprinkler use, 
bins, etc. Ideal days would be Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Dick mentioned we will need 
many volunteers to help with notification and enforcement.  After much discussion, the Board 
agreed that Linda be authorized to gather at least two more bids by Wednesday, May 19th. Linda 
will receive copies of the bid and stay directly in touch with Dick  
 
Agenda Item 7: Comments & Questions 
A resident mentioned that kids have been jumping over the fences and trash has been left around the 
poolside. The pool water has also been getting dirty. Heidi mentioned the filters again. The net 
which was recently located, is now broken.  Some of kids have also been jamming the gates. 
Another resident reported that kids have been seen on the roof of the clubhouse. Dick mentioned 
that when these behaviors are observed, that residents should speak to the kids. A sign has been 
placed at the pool. Another resident complained that his 20-year old daughter has suffered 
harassment by kids in the pool, some of it being borderline sexual harassment.  It was suggested that 
the police be called in these instances. Dick also suggested talking to the kids and asking them to 
stop. Generally speaking, they usually will stop.  
 
A resident asked about plans on his addition. He was asked to leave the plans with the Architectural 
Committee.  
 
A pool attendant was discussed. In past years, the Board did have a Pool Attendant from 12:00 – 
5:00 p.m.who watched the pool. Residents had to sign in. But eventually, people didn’t show up and 
we finally couldn’t get people to do it. This is also a cost issue.  
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A resident mentioned that the Clubhouse chairs are in very bad shape. Could they be replaced? 
Candy Leisen volunteered to check on the plastic chairs at Costco. The Clubhouse needs 50 chairs. 
 
Resident mentioned the orange dune buggy. Heidi stated that she had contacted Evan regarding this 
and they were on top of it. 
 
Dick read a letter from Vic Shah, a resident on Denise Lane, who offered to partially pay for an 
independent company to enforce the rules and regulations in the neighborhood. Stefani mentioned 
that the quality of life could possibly be affected with residents feeling like “someone is watching 
over their shoulder”. There is also the consideration of an extra cost as we cannot accept the funds 
from a homeowner for this service. However, there does need to be more consistency and paper-
trails in our community policing. Dick mentioned that walk-throughs will be more frequent. Perhaps 
not every day, week or even month, but more regular and letters will be sent.   
 
Dick also read an anonymous email. The email mentions abandoned cars, small cars with torn car 
covers and the hillside behind Sedan and Upper Denise needing brush clearing.  Dick mentioned 
that we need help from everybody and also require more information. A resident mentioned they 
have until mid-June to do the clearing. Dick commented that the Board is pleased with the increase 
in people coming to the meetings, sending emails etc.  
 
The toilets used as planters in front of a house on the hill on Denise was mentioned again. It was 
determined that the Board members would look at them individually to make a determination of 
whether they are in violation of the rules and regulations.  
 
The Fourth of July celebration will be on a Sunday this year and will have a budget of $500.00. 
Volunteers are being sought to help out. Candy Leisen and Jana Weber have offered to help. 
 
Stefani has also retained a Bartender and Karaoke entertainment for the Luau which is tentatively 
scheduled for September 18th.   
 
Agenda Item 8: Adjournment 
Meeting was adjourned at 9:45 p.m. 


